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ABSTRACT
Recent work has suggested that mid-IR wavelengths are optimal for estimating the
mass-to-light ratios of stellar populations and hence the stellar masses of galaxies. We
compare stellar masses deduced from spectral energy distribution (SED) models, fit-
ted to multi-wavelength optical-NIR photometry, to luminosities derived from WISE
photometry in the W1 and W2 bands at 3.6 and 4.5µm for non-star forming galaxies.
The SED derived masses for a carefully selected sample of low redshift (z ≤ 0.15)
passive galaxies agree with the prediction from stellar population synthesis models
that M∗/LW1 ' 0.6 for all such galaxies, independent of other stellar population pa-
rameters. The small scatter between masses predicted from the optical SED and from
the WISE measurements implies that random errors (as opposed to systematic ones
such as the use of different IMFs) are smaller than previous, deliberately conservative,
estimates for the SED fits. This test is subtly different from simultaneously fitting at
a wide range of optical and mid-IR wavelengths, which may just generate a compro-
mise fit: we are directly checking that the best fit model to the optical data generates
an SED whose M∗/LW1 is also consistent with separate mid-IR data. We confirm
that for passive low redshift galaxies a fixed M∗/LW1 = 0.65 can generate masses
at least as accurate as those obtained from more complex methods. Going beyond
the mean value, in agreement with expectations from the models, we see a modest
change in M∗/LW1 with SED fitted stellar population age but an insignificant one
with metallicity.
Key words: galaxies: fundamental parameters — galaxies: photometry — galaxies:
stellar content — galaxies: evolution — infrared: galaxies
? s.phillipps@bristol.ac.uk
1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades, increasingly large samples of
galaxies have been surveyed in terms of their photometric
and spectroscopic (primarily redshift) properties (e.g. 2dF-
GRS, Colless et al. 2001; SDSS, York et al. 2000, Alam et
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al. 2015; GAMA, Driver et al. 2009). One of the key param-
eters which one would like to derive from such surveys is the
stellar mass of the galaxies (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003a and
Mendel et al. 2014 for SDSS; Taylor et al. 2011 for GAMA).
This is clearly a factor in many areas, for instance the stel-
lar mass function itself (e.g. Baldry et al. 2012, Thanjavur
et al. 2016, Wright et al. 2017), the relationship between
stellar and halo mass (e.g. Moster et al. 2010), the deter-
mination of the role of dark matter in generating rotation
curves (e.g. Martinsson et al. 2013), the exploration of cor-
relations between other stellar population parameters such
as age or metallicity with stellar mass (e.g. Gallazzi et al.
2005), or studies of the star forming main sequence and spe-
cific star formation rates (e.g. Noeske et al. 2007, Davies et
al. 2016), amongst others. Indeed, virtually all global quan-
tities used to describe galaxies correlate with stellar mass
(e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003b, Brough et al. 2017).
Numerous related techniques have been explored for de-
termining the stellar masses of galaxies, though all are based
ultimately on stellar population synthesis (SPS) models to
generate corresponding stellar mass-to-light ratios (M∗/L).
The two main classes of techniques derive M∗/L (in some
particular observed band) either from a straightforward use
of individual or multiple broadband colours (e.g. Bell et al.
2003, Gallazzi & Bell 2009, Taylor et al. 2011) or from in-
verting fits to the whole spectral energy distribution (SED)
across some wavelength range to obtain the stellar popula-
tion parameters (e.g. Tojeiro et al. 2007, da Cunha et al.
2008; see Walcher et al. 2011 and Conroy 2013 for reviews).
If we are to have confidence in the results (to a rea-
sonable level of accuracy), then implicitly we first need to
believe the SPS model predictions, or at least their self-
consistency, for as wide a range of data as possible. A
fairly direct test of the models’ capabilities in this regard
is to check whether a given model generates the same mass
(and preferably other ancilliary stellar population parame-
ters such as age and metallicity) when used in different ways
and/or with different data.
Recently there has been considerable interest in the use
of mid-IR wavelengths for determining masses, since the
mid-IR M∗/L is relatively insensitive to other factors, i.e.
is fairly constant for different stellar populations, especially
in the absence of ongoing star formation (e.g. Wen et al.
2013, Ro¨ck et al. 2015). In particular, Meidt et al. (2014)
have suggested that using Spitzer or WISE measurements
around 4µm, e.g. the WISE W1 and W2 bands, M∗/LW1
for non-star forming galaxies can be taken to have an expec-
tation value of 0.6 (in the usual solar units) with only a rel-
atively small scatter. Norris et al. (2014) have expanded on
this and discussed the joint dependence of M∗/LW1 and the
(W1−W2) colour on the stellar population age and metal-
licity. In the models they use, M∗/LW1 is predicted to vary
systematically with age and to a lesser extent with metallic-
ity, while the mid-IR colour varies almost purely with metal-
licity (see also Norris et al. 2016).
In the present paper, we investigate comparisons of the
mid-IR route to stellar masses with respect to that of opti-
cal to near-IR SED fitting from multi-band photometry, as
exemplified by the work of Taylor et al. (2011; henceforth
T11). The work is based on the photometry accumulated for
the GAMA project (see Hill et al. 2011), to which matched
WISE data have been added by Cluver et al. (2014). We
can therefore make direct comparisons of the two methods
of determining masses on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis for a large
sample of low redshift galaxies of a range of luminosities.
Note that this is subtly different from the experiment
of simultaneously fitting the SED across a wide range of
wavelengths (e.g. Chang et al. 2015). We are specifically
checking that the best fitting SED model to the optical data
(in this case) for a given galaxy implies a stellar population
which is also consistent with the fit to a separate set of
photometric data (here mid-IR) for the same galaxy (see
McGaugh & Schombert 2014 for a related approach).
Adding further wavebands will always give some best
fit (e.g. Poudel et al. 2016), but this could be a compromise
between matching in the different wavelength regimes. In-
deed the resulting fits may be worse than when using, say,
the optical data on its own (see, e.g., the extensive discus-
sion in T11 of the merits, or otherwise, of adding the then
available near-IR data to the optical).
In this paper, we will be dealing with generally old stel-
lar populations, so as the GAMA database supplies a num-
ber of indicators of recent star formation (e.g. Davies et al.
2016, Gunawardhana et al. 2013), we can utilise these in or-
der to refine our samples. Other WISE colours also provide
measures of star formation and AGN activity (Jarrett et al.
2013).
We structure the paper as follows. Section 2 reviews
the available data, both optical and mid-IR, and its use to
derive stellar masses, and Section 3 presents our comparison
of the mass estimates. Section 4 summarises and discusses
the relevance of the results for general mass estimation.
Where required we use a standard concordance cosmol-
ogy, i.e. H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, as
in T11 and in the GAMA catalogues. AB magnitudes are
used for GAMA’s optical data, while the WISE magnitudes
are in the Vega system (see Jarrett et al. 2011). We take the
Sun’s absolute magnitude in the W1 band to be 3.24 (as in
Cluver et al. 2014).
2 DATA AND MODELS
2.1 Optical Data and M∗/L
The GAMA (Galaxy And Mass Assembly) survey is in
essence a redshift survey of five regions of the sky, with
total area 286 square degrees, down to a magnitude limit
of r = 19.8, with observations made with the AAOmega
spectrograph on the Anglo-Australian Telescope; see Liske
et al. (2015) for a recent summary of GAMA Data Release
2. The survey was based on SDSS photometry that has been
reprocessed and homogenized to give improved magnitudes
(Hill et al. 2011, Kelvin et al. 2012). Note that both aper-
ture/isophotal magnitudes and (asymptotic) total magni-
tudes are available, and it is important to distinguish be-
tween these as appropriate (using the fluxscale parameter
in the GAMA stellar mass catalogue, as derived from radial
profile fits in Kelvin et al. 2012). Besides the magnitudes and
redshifts, derived properties such as distances and luminosi-
ties, are also provided, as described in Liske et al. (2015).1 Of
1 See also www.gama-survey.org/dr2/.
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particular relevance here are the catalogued stellar popula-
tion and dust extinction parameters obtained from fits to the
SEDs (T11), and the inferred masses and M∗/L ratios. In
addition, GAMA provides spectral line measurements (Hop-
kins et al. 2013) and, where appropriate, the derived star for-
mation rate (Gunawardhana et al. 2013, Davies et al. 2016).
The GAMA catalogued masses2 are derived, simultane-
ously with all other relevant stellar population parameters,
from matched aperture photometry in the five optical SDSS
bands ugriz, plus VISTA-VIKING ZY JHK data (Edge et
al. 2013), weighted so that only the restframe wavelength
range 3000-10000A˚, i.e. restframe u to Y (henceforth ‘opti-
cal’), is actually utilised.3 Full details of the modelling and
fitting process are given in T11, but we can summarise by
noting that SED templates are used which are based on
the simple stellar population (SSP) evolutionary models of
Bruzual & Charlot (2003; henceforth BC03), for a range of
stellar metallicities Z, and the stellar initial mass function
(IMF) of Chabrier (2003). In the fitted composite stellar
populations (CSP), these are weighted according to a star
formation history (SFH) which begins a time t before the
epoch of observation (the ‘age’) and has an exponential fall-
off with time constant τ . For simplicity, dust extinction is
assumed to be uniform (i.e. a foreground screen in front
of the stars) and follow the Calzetti et al. (2000) extinc-
tion law, quantified via E(B − V ). Besides the best fitting
SED, the process therefore also returns values for t, τ , Z
and E(B − V ).
The best-fitting stellar population model and rest-
frame, dust-corrected (i.e. intrinsic stellar) SED can then
be used to calculate M∗/L at any wavelength and hence
the stellar mass from the known luminosities. T11 also com-
pared their derived M∗/L values to those calculated from a
simple conversion between intrinsic stellar (g− i) colour and
M∗/Li and found consistency between them. They noted
that the full (optical) SED fitting did, as would be hoped,
add some extra information and constraints (see also Bell &
de Jong 2001, Zibetti et al. 2009). However, the empirical
relation between (g−i) and M∗/Li has the major advantage
of simplicity, especially for comparing masses across surveys.
This comes with little significant cost in terms of accuracy
because of (in this case helpful) degeneracies between age,
metallicity and extinction, which give rise to closely similar
values of M∗/Li at a given colour, even if the population
parameters are not individually well determined.
2.2 WISE Data and M∗/L
Cluver et al. (2014) discussed matching WISE data in the
four WISE bands (W1 to W4 at 3.6, 4.5, 12 and 22µm) to
the corresponding GAMA data. A GAMA catalogue pro-
vides matched WISE magnitudes from the ALLWISE cat-
alogue, specifically what are referred to as “recommended”
2 We specifically use the GAMA catalogue StellarMassesv18, an
updated version of that discussed in T11.
3 It was originally found that adding near-IR magnitudes from
UKIDSS hindered, rather than helped, the fitting process, so these
were not used by T11. The near-IR magnitudes from VISTA-
VIKING imaging, on the other hand, are found to be consistent
with extrapolating the SED fits previously made; see Driver et
al. (2016) for examples.
magnitudes in Cluver et al. (2014). These are based on the
optimum treatment of individual sources depending on the
signal-to-noise ratio and degree of resolution of each image,
with appropriate aperture corrections (see Cluver et al. 2014
for details). We then use these luminosities together with the
T11 stellar masses to calculate M∗/LW1. Equivalently, we
could derive stellar masses from the W1 luminosities and a
predicted M∗/LW1 and compare to T11 masses (see below).
Note that the WISE magnitudes are pseudo-total ones, so
we use the version of GAMA masses which include the fluxs-
cale correction. We retain only those galaxies for which this
correction is less than 0.5 dex. Further GAMA catalogues
now contain WISE fluxes and stellar masses derived using
the LAMBDAR software (see Wright et al. 2016), but as
these use the WISE data as well as the optical data in de-
termining the population fits, they are not appropriate for
our present purpose.
Meidt et al. (2014) found that (W1−W2) colour should
be a good indicator of M∗/LW1 which minimises many un-
certainties such as the effects of dust and details of post-
main sequence stellar evolution. Indeed, they found that
for a wide range of simple (or generally old) stellar pop-
ulations the global assumption of M∗/LW1 = 0.6 should de-
liver stellar masses to a comparable accuracy to more com-
plex methods, even without allowing for (W1 −W2). Nor-
ris et al. (2014) extended this discussion and (albeit with a
slightly different SSP model) determined where different age
and metallicity stellar populations should lie in the plane of
(W1 −W2) colour and M∗/LW1. They also presented ob-
served results for samples of globular clusters and a small
number of early type galaxies. Ro¨ck et al. (2015) also find
that, at the ages and metallicities of interest here (see be-
low), M∗/LW1 should be close to 0.6 over a range of inputs
for the SPS modelling.
2.3 The Galaxy Sample and Derived Parameters
With the above in mind, our sample was selected from the
initial matched WISE-GAMA sample according to a number
of criteria. Firstly, we chose galaxies out to a redshift limit
of z = 0.15. This has a number of advantages, for instance
we remove many of the faint objects with larger magnitude
(and therefore SED) errors (T11), and obviously the spectral
shift itself is fairly small, so that uncertain k-corrections in
the mid-IR are minimised. (No k-correction is needed in the
optical, since restframe photometry is derived in the course
of the SPS fits used to obtain the stellar masses). We also
remove any sources at z < 0.003 (generally contaminating
stars).
In order to restrict comparisons to, as far as possible,
old stellar populations, where we might hope the models
are most secure, we have attempted to remove AGN and
star-forming galaxies. Selecting only passive galaxies should
provide the cleanest test of the SPS models, minimising
any effects from the star formation history. We first re-
move galaxies with measurable emission lines in the GAMA
data (Hopkins et al. 2013). Further, we assume that WISE
(W1−W2) > 0.8 indicates the presence of an AGN (Stern
et al. 2012), while WISE (W2 − W3) > 1.5 implies star
formation (Jarrett et al. 2013, Cluver et al. 2014). This
leaves a total of 718, assumed passive, non-AGN, galaxies.
The WISE (W2−W3) cut removes a significant number of
c© YYYY RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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objects that could otherwise have been classed as non-star
forming because their emission lines were too weak to mea-
sure accurately. Theoretically, we would expect galaxies to
be passive and blue in (W2−W3) or star forming and red,
but measurement errors can obviously shuﬄe objects across
the boundaries. Our approach of requiring both lack of signif-
icant emission lines and blue mid-IR colours should provide
the most secure sample of passive galaxies, as required for
the present work.4
In order to calculate consistent rest frame W1 band
luminosities across our sample, we require a suitable k-
correction for the higher redshift galaxies. As there is cur-
rently no standardised k-correction for these wavelengths
in the GAMA-WISE catalogues, we calculated a simple k-
correction based on an assumed power law mid-IR SED,
Fλ ∝ λn, viz. kW1 = −2.5(1 + n) log(1 + z). We can de-
termine the effective slope n for a source with zero WISE
(W1 − W2) colour from the ratio FW1/FW2 as given by
the zero points of the WISE magnitude scale (Jarrett et al.
2011). This gives n = −3.85 (unsurprisingly close to the
n = −4 of the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a blackbody curve, see
e.g. Brown et al. 2014) and hence kW1 = −7.1 log(1 + z).
For our selected redshift range, this gives a maximum correc-
tion of −0.43 magnitudes (mid-IR k-corrections are negative
since Fλ is decreasing with λ). This is quite similar to the
correction from Huang et al. (2007), as used by e.g. Neil et
al. (2016), which is linear in z and reaches −0.34 magnitudes
at z = 0.15.
Typically, our galaxies have colours within 0.1 magni-
tudes of the zero colour assumption and this will change the
effective n by only ±0.3. This in turn will change the k-
correction, even for our most distant objects, by only 0.045
magnitudes, leading to changes of less than 5% in derived
luminosities. As this is smaller than other likely errors, we
do not attempt to use a colour-dependent k-correction. A
small additional uncertainty in the k-correction could po-
tentially arise from the presence of 3.3µm PAH emission
(e.g. Querejeta et al. 2015), though this emission should be
very small for the selected type of galaxy and in the redshift
range chosen it would always be contained within the W1
bandpass.
For the colours themselves, we make an empirical cor-
rection to allow for an observed trend of the measured
(W1 −W2) becoming redder with redshift (c.f. Yan et al.
2013). This should remove any differential k-correction (for
a pure power law, the k-correction would be the same in each
band) as well as any evolutionary effects or selection biases.
This linear correction is 0.18 magnitudes at our maximum
z = 0.15, relative to the colour at z = 0.
2.4 SPS Predictions for the Mid-IR
As noted, the optical SED fitting of T11 assumes a BC03
stellar evolution model, a Chabrier IMF and a screen of ab-
sorbing dust modelled as in Calzetti et al (2000). Meidt et
al. (2014) modelled the mid-IR photometry also via BC03
models with a Chabrier IMF, but assumed minimal dust
absorption at these wavelengths (though they correct their
4 Here, as elsewhere in this work, we use TOPCAT (Taylor M.B.
2005) to manipulate the various GAMA catalogues.
data for potential PAH and hot dust emission; see Querejeta
et al. 2015 for a detailed discussion of this emission in star-
forming galaxies). They argue that the model predictions at
these wavelengths are much less susceptible to the uncertain-
ties due to the details of the SPS treatment, with the 3.6µm
emission dominated by old stars on the red giant branch
(e.g. Spitler et al. 2008, da Cunha et al. 2008, Peletier et al.
2012, Ro¨ck et al. 2015) and that there is much less variation
in mass-to-light ratio due to age/SFH and metallicity than
seen at shorter wavelengths. They also argue that the treat-
ment of the contribution of AGB stars in the original BC03
models better matches observations than do those in either
the more recent 2007 version of BC03, or the alternative pre-
scription in Maraston (2005). McGaugh & Schombert (2014)
have come to similar conclusions.
Meidt et al. (2014) note that M∗/L at 3.6µm should,
nevertheless, increase with the average age of the stellar pop-
ulation and decrease with increasing metallicity (the oppo-
site of optical M∗/L ratios), with an overall combined possi-
ble range of order 0.3 dex (factor 2) for the extremes of a very
wide range of old metal-poor systems to young metal-rich
systems. Allowing all of these possible populations would in-
duce a (1 σ) scatter of around 0.11 dex (30%). Incorporating
constraints from the mid-IR colours (which depend primar-
ily on metallicity, rather than age), they conclude that the
uncertainty in M∗/LW1 can be reduced to about 0.07 dex
(' 20%). Furthermore, even with no other observed con-
straints on age or metallicity, they suggest that both old,
metal-rich and younger, metal-poor populations - the most
likely combinations given the known age-metallicity relation
(AMR) for elliptical galaxies (Gallazzi et al. 2005) - should
actually have the same M∗/LW1 = 0.6 to within 0.06 dex
(' 15%).
However, Meidt et al. (2014) also note that models such
as BC03 do not predict the correct absolute 3.6 to 4.5µm
Spitzer colours for observed galaxies, probably due to the
lack of treatment of the CO absorption feature in the 4.5µm
band causing the models to be too red. Meidt et al. (2014)
therefore determined an empirical shift (based on the ob-
served near-IR and mid-IR colours of giant stars) of the
BC03 models to match observed galaxy mid-IR colours.
Following this, Norris et al. (2014) used instead the
Bressan et al. (2012) SSP model (which attempts to cor-
rect for the effect of the CO feature) to determine M∗/LW1
and the mid-IR WISE colours for a variety of SSPs. They
confirm that M∗/LW1 has some dependence on both age
and metallicity for intermediate to old stellar populations
while (W1−W2) is insensitive to age but becomes slightly
bluer with increasing metallicity (again attributing this to
the CO feature), and demonstrate that their model matches
the trends in observed data.
Specifically, the Norris et al. (2014) results (e.g. their
figure 5) imply that between ages of 3 (or 5) and 10 Gyr,
SSPs (at given metallicity) should increase their M∗/LW1 by
approximately 0.3 (or 0.18) dex. The range of ages used by
Meidt et al. (2014) - based on similar declining SFHs to those
used by T11 - suggest a similar variation ' 0.2 dex. In terms
of metallicity, Norris et al. find that at fixed age, the model
log(M∗/LW1) increases by approximately 0.04 between Z
and 0.1 Zwhile Meidt et al. predict a compatible change
of ∼ 0.02 dex between 1 and 0.2 Z. (See also Ro¨ck et al.
c© YYYY RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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(2015) for a similar treatment and results using a variety of
SPS model ingredients).
The range and scatter in M∗/LW1 for real galaxies can
be empirically quantified for our passive sample, and we
carry out this exercise below. Clearly the observed scatter
will be a combination of real physical (systematic) varia-
tions, arising from the range of stellar populations which
are included, as discussed above, stochastic galaxy-to-galaxy
variations and observational uncertainties.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Masses
We first use the GAMA optically-derived stellar masses and
the W1 luminosities calculated as in the previous section to
determine the mass-to-light ratios M∗/LW1 for our sample
of passive galaxies. In Figure 1 (top panel) we follow Norris
et al. (2014) and plot these against the redshift corrected
(W1 − W2) colours. Note that the majority of points lie
within −0.3 ≤ log(M∗/LW1) ≤ −0.1 and −0.15 ≤ (W1 −
W2) ≤ +0.05. As there is no evidence for a trend inM∗/LW1
with colour, we can simply fit a Gaussian to the distribution
of log(M∗/LW1) values for the whole sample (Figure 1 lower
panel), obtaining a mean of −0.19 and standard deviation
0.05, corresponding to M∗/LW1 = 0.65 ± 0.07. The first
thing to note, therefore, is that globally the data (i.e. the
GAMA optically derived masses and WISE derived mid-
IR luminosities) are closely consistent with the Meidt et al.
(2014) prediction of M∗/LW1 = 0.60. (Recall that both T11
and Meidt et al. use the same IMF and underlying BC03
models).
As regards the spread, we can see that the standard de-
viation in the observed values is even smaller than might
have been anticipated from the models discussed above.
However, our sample is very tightly constrained to be pas-
sive so, for instance, we do not expect to be including young
galaxies. We can check this from the GAMA derived ages
(T11) which indeed show a narrow range around 6 to 7.5
Gyr. (There are very few GAMA galaxies, in general, with
fitted ages above 9 Gyr, roughly the time betweeen z = 2.5
and z = 0.15). In addition, the SED fits also imply a narrow
range in Z, around 0.4 to 1 Z. The stellar masses are all
above 2× 109M, so we have no low metallicity dwarfs.
For comparison, we can, as an example, restrict atten-
tion to, say, solar metallicity models with ages 5 - 7 Gyr.
From Norris et al. (2014) we would then expect a varia-
tion of only about 0.10 dex, as observed. Indeed, their pre-
dicted range in log(M∗/LW1) of −0.22 to −0.11 is also in
excellent agreement with the values of log(M∗/LW1) seen for
our sample, spanning almost exactly our ±1σ range −0.24
to −0.14. Lower metallicity (0.1Z) models, while show-
ing a similar sized spread, are systematically offset towards
higher log(M∗/LW1) = −0.14 to −0.06, thus outside our
±1σ range.
Equivalent results arise from the Meidt et al. (2014)
modelling, which they present in terms of the star forma-
tion decay time τ . Our GAMA-WISE sample has τ values
largely between 0.8 and 3 Gyr from the T11 fits (i.e. stars
formed rapidly, as expected) and Meidt et al.’s two most
rapidly declining models give log(M∗/LW1) values between
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Figure 1. (Upper panel) The stellar mass-to-light ratio (in solar
units) in the W1 band versus intrinsic (redshift corrected) stel-
lar population (W1 −W2) colour for our sample galaxies. The
horizontal line shows the mean value of the mass-to-light ratio.
(Lower panel) Histogram of the mass-to-light ratios for our pas-
sive sample.
-0.21 and -0.13 for solar metallicity, again close to the range
we obtain. They are about 0.06 higher for Z = 0.2Z.
Thus we see that for most of our passive (and reasonably
high metallicity) galaxies, choosing a fixed M∗/LW1 of 0.65
and using the W1 luminosity, we can replicate the optical
SED-derived M∗ to within a factor of about 1.1-1.2 and
that the range of values we determine observationally for
M∗/LW1 is consistent with theoretical predictions.
We show the correspondance of the masses directly in
Figure 2, where we plot the T11 masses (in M) against
the masses derived from the W1 band luminosity simply via
0.65(LW1/LW1,). This shows that as expected from the
narrow M∗/LW1 range in Figure 1, the masses agree to typ-
ically ±0.05 dex. Further, the linear relationship shows that
there are no significant mass dependent differences between
the two - entirely observationally independent - approaches
(though there may be a tentative suggestion that among the
most massive galaxies the optical SED derived masses are
c© YYYY RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??
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Figure 2. Direct comparison of the optical SED-determined
masses (from T11) and WISE-determined masses (see text) for
our passive galaxy sample, both in units of M. The straight line
shows the line of equal masses by each method.
more often slightly above, as opposed to below, the WISE
derived masses).
Returning to the scatter in more detail, we can com-
pare the overall σ ' 12% (i.e. M∗/LW1 = 0.65 ± 0.07) to
the expected errors. Errors in the calculated LW1 luminosity
will reflect the reported accuracy of the WISE magnitudes
of ' 0.03 magnitudes (i.e. 3% in flux) and the uncertainty
due to our k-correction and the shape of the mid-IR SED
(of order 5% as discussed above). The galaxy-to-galaxy un-
certainty in M∗ (either purely random or what T11 call ‘dif-
ferential systematic errors’, that is, those depending on age,
SFH etc.) should then be at most 10%, even if M∗/LW1 has
zero intrinsic scatter (for our particular objects).
This is considerably better than might have been ex-
pected; Taylor et al (2010), for example, were only able to
show that the errors in masses derived for SDSS galaxies
were definitely less than 40%. In particular, the small scat-
ter in M∗/LW1 implies that errors from the dust correc-
tions in the SED fitting must be small, since they influence
the SED-derived mass but not the W1 luminosity (see also
Wright et al. 2017). Of course, we have a very specific sam-
ple of galaxies where differences in stellar populations are
reduced and dust effects are small, typically a fitted E(B-V)
of 0.1±0.1. Nevertheless, it would seem that, at least for pas-
sive galaxies, T11 may have been unduly cautious about the
galaxy-to-galaxy uncertainties in their masses, though our
analysis says nothing about the, likely much larger, global
systematic uncertainties due to choice of SPS model, partic-
ularly the IMF (T11, Gallazzi & Bell 2009, Conroy & Gunn
2009, Gunawardhana et al. 2011, Ro¨ck et al 2015, Wright et
al. 2017). We return to the question of systematic errors in
Section 4.
The agreement between GAMA optical SED de-
rived and mid-IR derived masses (from a simple constant
M∗/LW1) seen in Figure 2 is also better than might be in-
ferred from some previous work, e.g., Poudel et al. (2016)
who used MAGPHYS (da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz 2008) to
fit SEDS across the whole range FUV to mid-IR. They found
that they reproduced T11 masses only with σ(log M∗) =
0.477, i.e. a factor 3. This may be due to the typically large
mismatch between the observed and model predicted fluxes
in the WISE bands apparent from their overall fits (see their
Figure 2).5 This underscores the value of our complemen-
tary method of testing the modelling of separate wavelength
regimes.
3.2 Population Parameters
In terms of the SPS models, we would expect M∗/LW1 to
increase both with increasing age and (slightly) with de-
creasing metallicity.
As noted above, our sample has quite a limited range in
age (i.e. time since the onset of star formation), with a peak
at t = 7 Gyr and a steady decline to younger ages. Note
that at these moderately old ages, differences in SEDs are
also produced in the T11 models by changes in the star for-
mation timescale τ , the formation epoch and the e-folding
time both contributing to the stellar population’s mean lu-
minosity weighted age t∗.
Figure 3 demonstrates that despite the limited range
there is indeed the expected trend for higher M∗/LW1 at
older ages. Galaxies with ages above 7 Gyr have a mean
log(M∗/LW1) = −0.177 ± 0.005 while those below t =
6.5 Gyr have log(M∗/LW1) = −0.232 ± 0.007. Given that
uncertainties in the ages will shuﬄe galaxies across the bor-
ders, this is in reasonable agreement with a change from
−0.12 to −0.22 for the solar metallicity Norris et al. (2014)
models between the ages of 7 and 5 Gyr.
The Meidt et al. (2014) models with short e-folding
times (star formation completed quickly) give very similar
predictions covering a range from −0.13 to −0.21 for both
Z = Z and 0.4Z. With our data, we see corresponding
variations to those in Figure 3 if we use either τ or t∗ in
place of the age t. In particular for the fall-off time τ , we
see the expected small shift to higher log(M∗/LW1) with
decreasing τ (increasing mean population age), again from
' −0.23 to −0.18, similar to the Meidt et al. models.
Notice that, inter alia, these results not only give sup-
port for the SPS modelling across the optical and WISE
bands but also, at least in a global sense, for the validity
of the age determinations (from similar models but different
data). Likewise, the failure of very old (≥ 10 Gyr) models to
predict the correct M∗/LW1 (they lie well above the data)
is consistent with the SED modelling generating very few
objects with such ages even among our passive galaxies.
The age-related variation of M∗/LW1 which we see in
our data will, of course, contribute to the spread seen in
the data. In principle it could be used to further sharpen
the expected value of M∗/LW1 for any particular galaxy,
as noted previously by Meidt et al., though in practice it
is clearly a small effect amongst our old, passive galaxies.
If we choose an age dependent M∗/LW1, varying by the
amount expected from the models and seen empirically in
5 Note that this problem does not occur with the GAMA and
WISE data: Wright et al. (2017) show that the masses derived
from MAGPHYS fits across a very large wavelength range (from
Wright et al. 2016) are in very good agreement with those derived
by the T11 method.
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Figure 3. The stellar mass-to-light ratio in the W1 band versus
galaxy age t as derived from the T11 optical SED fitting. The
straight line shows the overall trend for increasing mass-to-light
ratio with age as described in the text.
Figure 3, we do obtain a slight reduction in the scatter in
the ratio of M∗ from T11 to that derived from LW1, as in
Figure 2, but by only ' 0.003 dex. In any case, while offering
further support to the modelling, this is not useful in the
practical context of using the WISE data to determine M∗,
since the ages are only available from SED fitting or other
more detailed measurements.
Moving on to metallicities, as noted earlier, differences
in M∗/LW1 between galaxies of similar age with Z varying
between a few tenths and 1 Z are expected to be very
small, ∼ 0.01 dex. Within our data, and given the difficulty
in meaningfully constraining Z from the optical-NIR SED,
unsurprisingly we see no significant effect. Splitting at the
median Z we find a mean log(M∗/LW1) of −0.189 ± 0.005
at higher Z and −0.199± 0.005 for lower Z.
Finally, it is also interesting to briefly return to the
joint M∗/LW1 - colour plot of Figure 1. At fixed age, Nor-
ris et al (2014) find that changing the metallicity even be-
tween 0.1 and 1 Z induces a change in model (W1−W2)
colour of merely 0.04 magnitudes (e.g. from −0.04 to −0.08
at 7 Gyr). The larger potential range in colour presented by
Norris et al. is only obtained by including very low metal-
licities, not found among large early type galaxies. Indeed
our sample has such a tightly constrained metallicity range
that, from Meidt et al., expected colour variations for 0.4 to
1 Z should only be at the 0.01 magnitudes level. Further,
the predicted change in (W1 −W2) with age at fixed Z is
minimal, even less than 0.01 magnitudes. Ro¨ck et al. (2015)
find colour differences at the same levels for various different
SSP models.
These ranges are much smaller than the expected er-
rors from the WISE photometry of around 0.056 magnitudes
which completely dominate the 1σ observed colour spread of
0.063 magnitudes (about a mean of −0.044 for the redshift
corrected colour). Note that there are a number of outliers
at apparently impossible colours relative to the models of
metal rich populations (e.g. around 0.05 to 0.1), but these
could be merely the (2-3 σ) outliers in the error distribution.
The colour errors are clearly too large to see any correlation
between Z (from T11) and (W1−W2) in the present data.
The actual colours are in reasonable agreement between
the models and the data, though the observed colour range
is slightly too red, on average, given the restricted passive
sample we use. For instance, as above, Norris et al. obtain
(W1−W2) = −0.08 for their solar abundance models with
ages similar to our objects, compared to our mean of −0.044.
Ro¨ck et al. (2015) use a variety of models but again for solar
or slightly sub-solar abundances, find that their expected
WISE colours are always close to −0.08 for reasonably old
populations (their figure 11). However, regardless of whether
this is due to a slight calibration issue in either the data or
the models, even if we change the W1 magnitudes by the
whole 0.04 shift, this changes the corresponding luminosities
(and hence deduced M∗/LW1) by only 4%, well within the
errors discussed earlier.
3.3 Star Forming Galaxies
For completeness, we can note that if we look at the whole
low z GAMA-WISE sample, rather than our specific passive
sample, then the star forming galaxies extend the mass-
to-light ratios to lower values (typically log(M∗/LW1) ∼
−0.4 ± 0.2), alongside redder (W1 −W2) and (W2 −W3)
colours, as already shown and discussed in Cluver et al.
(2014; see particularly their figure 7). Querejeta et al (2015)
have presented a method, based on the mid-IR colours, for
separating the mid-IR emission into components from the
old stellar population and from the dust associated with
star formation, the former then being usable to determine
stellar masses even in the presence of the latter.
4 DISCUSSION
The very positive outcome of this work is that we confirm
model predictions that a fixed mid-IR stellar mass-to-light
ratio for passive galaxies can replicate masses from optical
SED fits to an uncertainty level of around 12%. This im-
plies that the GAMA catalogued masses for such galaxies
are good to better than 10%, i.e. better than the accuracy
cautiously claimed in T11 for galaxies in general. Looked at
from the point of view of our original question, it also im-
plies that the same SPS models (in our case from BC03) give
consistent results when applied to two separate wavelength
regimes, at least for old stellar populations. Essentially, one
can use the optical-NIR SED to ‘predict’ the W1 flux to a
surprisingly good level of accuracy (c.f. Blanton & Roweis
2007 for the case of NIR data). Put another way, this ar-
gues that the SED based stellar mass estimates of passive
galaxies are very good, but on the other hand that they are
not actually necessary, in that W1 luminosity alone does an
equally good job.
Of course, the actual masses will be dependent on the
assumed IMF, Meidt et al. (2014) calculating that their stan-
dardM∗/LW1 = 0.60 for a Chabrier IMF would be increased
to 1.06 for a Salpeter IMF, for example. However, increases
in M/L will be general across the optical and IR regimes
(increased numbers of low mass stars generating little of the
light at any of these wavelengths), so does not materially
affect our mass comparisons. In addition, the fact that we
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have limited age and mass ranges for our galaxies will also
negate the effect from any possible epoch or mass dependent
variations in the IMF (e.g. van Dokkum 2008 and La Bar-
bera et al. 2013, respectively), so these will not introduce
any extra scatter.
We should mention one caveat here, though, the pos-
sibility of compensating errors reducing the scatter in the
mass-to-light ratios (both here and in T11’s work using
(g−i) colours). The derived M∗ values are formally indepen-
dent of the WISE photometry, so any systematic errors in
M∗ are not tied directly to mid-IR colours. However, any sys-
tematics that depend on stellar population properties might
show up indirectly as a function of WISE colours (to the ex-
tent that WISE colours trace stellar populations). It might
be conceivable, for instance, that there is a systematic er-
ror in M∗ values that is a function of the stellar population
(i.e. SED) such that it either amplifies or diminishes any
true variation in M∗/LW1 when looked at as a function of
(W1 −W2). This may be the ultimately limiting factor in
the analysis of the stellar population fits, but further in-
vestigation of this point is outside the scope of the present
paper.
Both the mean and range of M∗/LW1 are consistent
between the joint data (GAMA mass and WISE luminos-
ity) and the models. In addition, we see the predicted small
change of M∗/LW1 with age, but not the even smaller effect
with metallicity, if we use the T11 stellar population fits for
these parameters. This also implies that the derived ages,
at least, are genuinely physically meaningful, even though
the ranges in these parameters are small in our particularly
passive galaxy sample. We do not see the predicted variation
of (W1 −W2) colour with metallicity, but this is expected
to be very small across the range we sample and is currently
drowned by the errors.
From a broader viewpoint, our results give added cre-
dence to the SPS modelling of the optical SED (e.g. T11)
and the mid-IR SED (WISE) providing consistent methods
for determining stellar masses. The observations of the W1
band mass-to-light ratio for old passive galaxies also give
us confidence that the modelled variations of M∗/LW1 with
age - and hence observables such as the intrinsic (u − r)
colour - are correct, giving us a direct method of determin-
ing stellar masses across a wider range of stellar popula-
tions than studied here. Furthermore, if the current models
can indeed be used for galaxies at younger ages then ob-
serving at longer infra-red wavelengths with e.g. Spitzer or,
in the future MIRI on JWST, should give reliable stellar
masses for high redshift galaxies. For instance, the 10 and
12.8 µm MIRI imaging filters are close to rest-frame W1 and
W2 for a galaxy at z = 1.8, when the age of the Universe
was ' 3.7 Gyr. The models suggest a smooth variation of
M∗/LW1 with age, Ro¨ck et al. (2015), for instance, showing
that for SSPs (i.e. instantaneous bursts) at ages 1 - 3 Gyr,
M∗/LW1 should vary from 0.2 to 0.4, compared to the 0.6 for
the older galaxies discussed in the present paper. M∗/LW1
will also be affected by ongoing star formation, but from
the models the values are likely to be similar, Meidt et al.
(2014) obtaining around 0.45 for their solar metallicity mod-
els with very long e-folding times (so effectively constant star
formation), albeit at the present day, in agreement with the
observations of star forming galaxies reported in Cluver et
al. (2014).
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